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NEW CLASSIC DELUXE VERSION or REMINGTON® MODEL SEVEN'" 
INTRODUCED IN FULL RANGE or CALIBER OFFERINGS 

Madison, NC - The fast-handling, short action Model Seven 1ifle is now available in the classically-styled 
CDLTM platform in standard and short action magnum offerings. For 2006, this newest member of the Model 
Seven family will be otlered in .204 Ruger, .223 Rem, .22-250 Rem, .243 Win, .260 Rem, 6.8mm Rem SPC, 
7mm-08 Rem, .308 Win and magnum chamberings include .270 WSM, 7mm Rem SA Ultra Mag, .300 WSM, 
.300 Rem SA Ultra Mag and .350 Rem Mag. The broadest line of short action bolt offerings in the 
marketplace today. 

Based on the legendary design and strength of the Model 700TM bolt action, the Model Seven is revered for its 
unprecedented accuracy, dependability, compact length and precision balance. Whether hunting in dense cover, 
trekking through mountainous terrain or sitting in your treestand, the Model Seven delivers unparalleled perform
ance in a true short action rifle. 

The Model Seven CDL combines performance and durability in a traditional American walnut, straight comb 
stock with right hand cheek piece. The stock is accented with black fore-end tip and grip cap, handsome cut 
checkering and satin finish. Standard offerings feature a clean 20-inch barrel and magnum calibers sport a longer 
22-inch clean barrel (.350 Rem Mag has more compact 20-inch barrel with rifle sights) with target crown. The 
metalwork has a non-glare, satin blued finish and the jeweled holt handle compliment the classic style of the 
stock. Hinged floorplate magazines (5+ 1 capacity for .204 Ruger and .223 Rem; 4+ 1 for sh011 actions and 3+ 1 
for short action magnums); sling swivel studs; and revolutionary, recoil-taming R3® Recoil Pad complete this 
well-designed package. 

The Model Seven CDL and the Model Seven CDL Magnum arc the ideal sh011 action rifles, regardless of the 
prey or the hunting conditions. Suggested retail price: $769 to $796. 

Model Seven CDL Seven CDL Magnum 

Action Bolt/Short Bolt/Short Magnum 

BBLLength 20 inches 22 inches (20 inches on .350 Rem Mag) 

Overall Length 39 inches 41 inches 

Avg. Weight 6 112 lbs. 7 I /4 lbs. 

Stock Material American Walnut American Walnut 

Stock Finish Satin Satin 

BBL Material Carbon Steel Carbon S tecl 

BBL Finish Satin Blued Satin Blued 
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